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Abstract - Tanzania is one of the third world countries and among the world's poorest county. It depends on agriculture which provides 80% of all employment and contributes to about ¼ of GDP. Its financial sector has inflated in the recent years as a result of competition with foreign commercial banks. In line with good services they provide, the interest rates of these banks are higher thing which creates trouble to customers during loan repayments. According to (Simpasa, 2011) not only that but also their loan provision criteria includes collateral which is defined as the huge obstacle to low income earners and those who live below poverty line. The alternative way which enables lower-income group to access loan is Savings and Credit Co-operative Societies (SACCOS). Contribution of SACCOS in Tanzania economy is of outstanding importance, but yet the country lags far behind. For SACCOS to continue to exist and stay aggressive it must adoption and use ICTs. Literature shows that there are several SACCOS which are not using ICTs. For those few which managed to adopt ICTs, it had been discovered that they are facing numerous challenges. So this study aimed at identifying factors which hinder SACCOS from adopting ICTs in their operations as well as recommending approaches which their implementations will motivate ICTs adoption. Primary and secondary data were collected by using observation and desk research technique. Findings shows that factors which hold back SACCOS from adopting ICTs are poor infrastructure, absence of electricity, low capital, lack of ICT expert and bylaw. Based on findings, researcher proposed framework that will guide and enable SACCOS to adopt ICTs. Proposed framework contains four significant components which are members of SACCOS, government, donors and Banks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background information

Tanzania is a third world countries and among of the world's poorest county (IDA, 2015). The wealth of Tanzania depends on agriculture which provides 80% of all employment and contributes to about ¼ of GDP (Indexmundi, 2015). Its financial sector has inflated in the recent years as a result of competition with foreign commercial banks. Competition of these banks also resulted into advance in services they provide to its customers. In the line with good services provided, the interest rates of these banks are relatively high thing which creates trouble to customers during loan repayments (Simpasa, 2011). Not only that but also their loan provision criteria includes collateral which is defined as the huge obstacle to low income earners and those who live below poverty line. The alternative way which enables lower-income group to access loan is Savings and Credit Co-operative Societies (SACCOS) (Josephine Philip Churk, 2015). The popularity of SACCOS is increasing in Tanzania since it acts as the source of finance to low-income earners. Their ability to provide loans at low interest rates, absence of collateral, and their locations which does not depend on government infrastructure has attracted many members to join it.

In Tanzania, SACCOS has commendable impact on their member’s life as it provides financial services to their members who are largely found in rural areas. According to (Benson Otieno Ndige, 2013) about 56% of all members of SACCOS in Tanzania are found in rural areas while 44% found in urban areas. It has been found that SACCOSs has many members simple because it is easy to form them. People who have common bonds like same area, same job, same office and same employment can swiftly organize and form SACCOS (Dibissa, 2015). Literature shows that there are several SACCOS in Moshi Municipal which are not using ICTs even though the status of ICT allows computerization of SACCOS. For those few SACCOS which managed to adopt ICTs, it had been discovered that most of them are facing challenges including insufficient adaptation and use of ICTs (Matto, 2011). This is to say that, some SACCOSes were computerized without set of ideas (Framework) to support their prosperous and sustainability. (Baryamureeba, 2014) advocate that for SACCOS to operate efficiently and successfully there should be a framework that supports, manage, and enabling the introduced idea. Proper uses of ICT in daily operations can be taken as a sophisticated tool towards reforming SACCOS into efficient and effective poverty eradicator. It had been advocated that computerized SACCOS serves its members in economic way than non computerized SACCOS (Matto, 2011).
B. Statements of the Problem

Currently the world had noted a remarkable increase in application of ICTs in an organization. The use of ICTs resulted in some forms of revolution in daily operations. Worldwide, ICT has changed the manner in which organizations conduct their daily operations. However there is sizeable support to demonstrate that SACCOS in third world countries including Tanzania are not harvesting the benefits brought by adoption and use of ICTs when you weigh against developed countries. Despite the facts that contribution of SACCOS in Tanzania economy is of outstanding importance, yet the country lags far behind. For SACCOS to continue to exist and stay aggressive there must be sustainable strategies towards effective adoption and use of ICTs so as to arrive at a level of full exhaustion of competitive advantages which available in line with applications of ICTs. In Tanzania, there is no framework which supports SACCOS in the successfully adoption and utilization of ICTs. This calls researcher’s attention to work on the said problem.

C. Main Objective of the Study

The main objective of this study is to categorize all factors which hinder Tanzanian SACCOS from adopting uses of ICTs in daily operations. Study also planned to recommend approaches which their implementations will motivate the adoption of ICTs by Tanzanian SACCOS. The designed approach was expected to solve the existing problem of not having reasonable framework for successful application of ICTs.

D. Specific objectives

i. To identify factors which affects SACCOS from adopting ICTs in their operation
ii. To design a structural framework which will enable SACCOS to adoption ICTs in their operations

E. Research Questions

i. Which factors affecting SACCOS in adopting ICTs in their operations?
ii. Which structural framework is suitable for enabling SACCOS to adopt and use ICTs in their daily operations?

F. Scope of the study

The study concentrated on factors which hold back SACCOS from implementing and using ICTs in their daily operations. It identified in detail all factors which hinders computerization of SACCOS. The identified obstacles were used as an input in designing framework for successful adoption and use of ICTs in all SACCOS in Tanzania. The task of implementing and validating the proposed framework was left as future work for other researchers to work on it.

G. Significance of the study

Outcome of this paper opens a way to SACCOS’s members, planners, decision makers and other stakeholders. By reading this result, SACCOS’s members will be aware of factors which prevent them from adopting ICT in their operations. Government planners and other decision makers will use the proposed framework to ensure successful adoption and application of ICTs by all SACCOS in Tanzania. Publication of this paper will trigger researchers to work more on this topic and finally come out with permanent solution on the discussed problem.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Definition of terms

A. Savings and Credit Co-operative Society (SACCOS)

Savings and Credit Co-operative Society (SACCOS) as a microfinance institution are defined as private and co-operative financial intermediary which membership is open and voluntary (Nathaniel Towo, 2013). SACCOS is belongs to its members who manage it democratically. It aims at fulfilling the monetary demand of its member by encouraging savings and granting loans to the members. SACCOS have to attain profitable management on an ongoing basis in order to satisfy its members since it is concerned about its own financial stability (Tesfamariam, 2015). The mission of the SACCOS is to make available on site, to anyone wishing to join it, financial services under the best conditions, while enabling the co-operative to cover its operating expenses and providing for the economic education for its members (Yarumba, 2015).

B. SACCOS in Kilimanjaro

Kilimanjaro has noted marvellous increase in number of SACCOS in a period of not more than six years due to government efforts on poverty reduction. The number of registered SACCOS in Kilimanjaro region in 2005 were 122 (CRMP, 2005), but statistics of 2013 shows that Kilimanjaro has total of 221 registered SACCOS which accommodated 106,409 members.

C. Significance of SACCOS

Tanzanian government pays a special attention to their SACCOS due to their significance in poverty mitigation as well as their economic development in general. There are several features of SACCOS which defines it as a key financial institution in Tanzania. These features includes but not limited to; Accessibility, majority microfinance institutions are found in countryside areas where other financial institution like banks cannot be introduced. This brings financial services closer to members and increase entrepreneurial morale to them (Jeje, 2014). Another significance of SACCOS is flexibility. SACCOS are established by its members and therefore it is more flexible than banks. By laws of SACCOS are flexible and can be accommodated even by extremely poor members. The use of security substitutes is an added advantage. SACCOS does not need collateral in order to issue loans to its members. This enables their members who are most poor to access loan. Collateral substitute like assembly guarantee and non surveyed houses are used as a security to its members. In addition to that, SACCOS, encourage savings to their members (Josepine Philip Churk, 2015). As microfinance institution, SACCOS encourages their members to adopt and practice the culture of saving. These saving can be used as a security for getting loan. Also members receive dividends at the end of each year; these
dividends can be used as a part of income or capital for investment. Low loan pricing is another advantage, SACCOS has low pricing cost since it is determined by their members. Also it target to serve the poor. All SACCOS are based on poor groups. It is very rare to find SACCOS which their members are rich peoples. The viewing of best members is done by members themselves. Management of SACCOS and all other activities are taken by its members. This reduces the cost of screening members in case of any default. Employment is a crucial significance of SACCOS as it provides income to its members. Each SACCOS comes with employees whose work on behalf of other members (Kembo Bwana, 2013).

D. Information and Communications Technology (ICT)

ICT has several definitions but both carry almost the same meaning. According to (Elisha, 2006) ICT is the term that includes any communication device or application, it takes in: radio, television, cellular phones, computer, network hardware, satellite systems and software just to mention few. Another author (Khatkar, 2011) advocates that “a good way to think about ICT is to consider all uses of digital technology that exist to help individuals, businesses and organizations use information”. Any device that posses the properties and capability of storage, retrieve, manipulate, transmit or receive information electronically in a digital form is grouped in ICT (Ken Baldauf, 2014). In general we can say that ICT deals with storage of data, retrieval, manipulation, diffusion or receipt of digital data.

E. Status of ICT in Tanzania

According to current report of Tanzania Communication Regulatory Authority (TCRA), there is a huge and notable development and revolution of communication markets in Tanzania. Tanzania had managed to enter into Converged Licensing Framework (CLF) which enabled it to acquire four categories of licence which are Network facilities, Network services and application services. These licences enables the country to have content Services for radio and television broadcasting, operate applications related to value added services and deploy and posses an infrastructures related to networking. It had been reported by TCRA that, currently Tanzania had 31,862,656 mobile subscribers, 151, 274 fixed line subscribers and 11,000,000 internet service subscribers. These rate is expected to increase as availability of broadband networks prosperous (TCRA, 2015).

F. Communication in Moshi Municipal

Moshi Municipality is among of few municipalities in Tanzania which covered by reliable communication services. It has good infrastructure in terms of roads which are accessible in all weather conditions. Also there are internet, postal, landline and mobile phones. In addition to that Moshi has a number of local radio stations which are KILI FM, KIBO FM, MOSHI FM and Radio Sauti ya Injili (MMC, 2013b).

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Description of the study area

Moshi is among of six districts of Kilimanjaro region. It is the head quarter of the region. It is located at 3°18’S and 37°20’ east of Greenwich and surrounded by two districts which are Hai in the west and Moshi Rural in the East, North and South (MMC, 2013a). Moshi has population of about 184,292 peoples

B. Research Design and Data Collection Methods

In this study, two techniques were used to collect both primary and secondary data. The first technique was desk research. Researcher employed desk research to collect secondary data based on obstacles hinders SACCOS from adopting ICTs in their operations. Data was collect from both published and unpublished materials. Published materials which found in internet, libraries and SACCOS’s offices were used as the main source of data. Primary data were collect by observation method. Researcher visited several SACCOS in Moshi Municipal to see their ICT status plus infrastructure factors which contribute as impediment towards ICT adoption. The aim of using these two techniques was to gain deep insight on challenges which holdup SACCOS from implementing ICT for their daily operations. All of the data used in this study were collected in August 2015.

VI. FINDINGS

A. General challenges facing SACCOS in Tanzania

Findings show that several researchers had worked on challenges which face microfinance institutions in Tanzania. SACCOS as a microfinance institution, it is automatically faces those problems. It had been advised that Tanzanian SACCOS faces many challenges which need immediate action to rescue the situation. In his study (Boa, 2010), pointed out that challenges which faces our SACCOS includes but not limited to insufficient capital, poor loan repayment and few products. Insufficient capital from member’s contribution hinders SACCOS from having infrastructure offices, office’s equipments, ICTs and other many things. Poor loan repayment reduces SACCOS’s ability to issue loans. Few products mean few sells, few incomes. Limited services which offered by SACCOS, poor supervision of SACCOS wealth, lack leaders who have wide knowledge on SACCOS and absence of emergency fund for solving SACCOS’S emergence were pointed out as a common impediments (Dibissa, 2015). Another blockage is flows of fund from commercial banks to SACCOS (Benson Otieno Ndiele, 2013).

B. Factors affects SACCOS from adopting ICTs

Results show that SACCOSs located in Moshi Municipal faces numerous challenges which in one way or another weigh down them from implementing ICTs in their operations. Researcher observed that some SACCOS has poor infrastructure which includes poor offices. Some SACCOSs has poor offices which is not safe for ICT equipments. Absence of electricity in some offices was
another problem which observed by researcher. In other hand, record shows that computerization of SACCOSs needs capital which many SACCOS lack. To employ ICT experts, buying ICT equipments and their maintenances needs reasonable capital. Another problem which advocated by many literatures were bylaw. SACCOS guided by bylaw which also guides decision making. So the decision of adopting ICTs depends on member’s decision and not status of SACCOS.

V. DESIGNING

Based on findings, I proposed framework that will guide and enable SACCOS to adopt ICTs in their operations. Proposed framework contains four significant components which are members of SACCOS, government, donors and Banks. For the SACCOS to attain ICT adoption, members of SACCOS must repay loans in time, be flexible in decision making, increase savings, build or rent good office, develop tendency of accepting changes and Train their employee ICT based skills. To make this possible, the donors pressure is needed to encourage people to form SACCOS before offer them any support. Also favor of support should be directed to groups of people like SACCOS. Here in this framework, input from government expected to be to subsidize the price of ICTs equipment. Other inputs are to encourage SACCOS to adopt ICT and to set better policy for SACCOS. Encourage people to form modern SACCOS is also expected to be input from government. Contribution of Banks in this framework is to provide low interest rates loan to SACCOS and to encourage their customers to use ICT to access service. In this framework, members of SACCOS have to initiate themselves to adopt ICTs while donors, government and Banks act as external support.
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Figure 1: Framework for Prosperous Adoption of ICTs by SACCOS

(This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.)
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A framework which supports SACCOS in the productively adoption and utilization of ICTs were designed. This framework can be adopted by any Microfinance institution but it was mainly designed for SACCOS. Based on findings of this study, it can be conclude that factors which hold back SACCOS from adopting ICTs in their operations are poor infrastructure, absence of electricity, low capital, lack of ICT expert and bylaw which guides SACCOS’s decision. These impediments can be overcome by implementing the proposed framework. The proposed framework had four components which show how each of them will contribute towards enabling SACCOSs to adopt ICT in their operations.
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